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EDITORIAL
As Charles Dickens puts it, “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times.” Today the world
is confronted with a crisis like no other where social and economic orders have been brought
to a standstill with one of the worst times in human history. The world is in a state of ‘twilight’
as Howard Thurman terms it as “a time of pause when nature changes her guard. All living things
would fade and die from too much light and too much dark, if twilight were not.”
In these uncertain times, darkness is not the entirety but within this bleakness that engulfs
the world today, lies a ray of light of ‘introspection’ on things man have disregarded often. A
break from the bustling lives and madding crowds is the best time for personal growth and selfdiscovery. Being resilient with humane touch of love is the light in these fickle times.
With a note of optimism, the November issue of “BapCo Focus” bring stories of triumph,
rational discernment, love and beneficence in these critical times. May the thirst for knowledge
be quenched by the reading of the splendid articles.
Happy Reading!

Baptist College congratulates the 6th Semester Students
on successfully completing their University Examinations,
2020. We wish them success in all their endeavours.
Hearty welcome to the Freshers into the Baptist College
family. We wish you a happy stay and a great time of learning.
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Orientation on ICT

Orientation sessions on Information and Communication Technology (ICT) was conducted for the teaching
staff of Baptist College on 17th July, 2020 and 17th August, 2020 in the Examination Control Room. In the first
orientation, Mr. Kejaroko Pieru, the resource person apprised the teaching staff of the basic guidelines to
use WhatsApp and Camtasia software for creating video tutorials and presentation directly via screencasts. Mr.
Seyiesilie Vüprü and Mr. Thsidelong Rudy oriented the teaching staffs with necessary details as to how to use
Google Classroom, Google Meet, and Google Form. The Orientation sessions proved very helpful in enhancing
the skills required for meeting the need of the hour due to the prevailing pandemic.

Hiamthuiyang James

Fit India
Youth Club
On the occasion of the 74th Independence Day
of the country, Union Minister of Youth and
Sports Kiren Rijiju launched a virtual nationwide initiative, the “Fit India Youth Club” on
15th August, 2020 with the theme: “Freedom
from Lethargy to Live Healthy Life”. The

Ek Bharat Shreshtha
Bharat Abhiyan
The Union Ministry of Sports and Youth Affairs
organised three virtual programmes, paired
with the states of Madhya Pradesh, Manipur
and Nagaland under the “Ek Bharat Shreshtha
Bharat Abhiyan” on 18th August, 22nd October
and 23rd November, 2020. The programme
aimed to enhance interaction and to promote
mutual understanding between people of

Fit India Youth Club, a part of the Fit India

different states through the concept of pairing.

Movement envisioned by Prime Minister

In the programme, students of Madhya Pradesh,

Narendra Modi endeavours to harness the
power of youth to create mass awareness on
the importance of fitness across the country.
Six NSS students from 5th and 6th semester,
Baptist College participated in the virtual
fitness programme. The Fit India Youth aims
to

motivate people from the community

to take up fitness activities of thirty to sixty
minutes in his or her daily routine.

Aein Jamir

BA 5th Semester (Dept. of Political Science)

Manipur and Nagaland exchanged information
on their languages, food and culture. Five NSS
students from 5th Semester, Baptist College
along with Miss Naro, NSS Programme Officer
participated in the three virtual programmes.
The programmes were initiated to promote
a sustained and structured cultural connect
in the areas of language learning, culture,
traditions, music, tourism, cuisine, sports and
sharing of best practices.

Grace Jungi

BA 5th Semester (Dept. of History)
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Clean Nagaland

A social media campaign, “Clean Nagaland” was organised by the students from ten colleges in
Nagaland with the theme “One Person, One Dustbin” on 1st September, 2020. Through this initiative,
the students came together to contribute one dustbin in his or her locality thereafter, started a
chain of activity by nominating five students more to follow the same. The campaign was organised
with the sole purpose of creating environmental awareness and maintaining a cleaner environment.
Truvi Rhi from B.Com 6th Semester was the advisor of the campaign along with the participation
of seven students from Baptist College. The campaign was carried out proactively and garnered
positive feedbacks from various masses.

Truvi Rhi

B.Com 6th Semester

Yearbook 2020

Launch Programme

One of the primary responsibility and activity of the Literary Committee is
the publication of the Yearbook for the graduating batch. The year 2020 is no
exception despite the unparalleled pandemic that took the world by storm. In
the midst of “The New Normal,” it was a milestone for the Committee when
the college organised the first Yearbook launch programme (the 8th edition) on
4th September, 2020, at Rivenburg Memorial Chapel. The programme started
at 10:00 am with Mr. Seyiesilie Vüprü as the chairperson. The opening remark
was made by Dr. Sentinaro, convenor, Literary Committee. Dr.Kekuchol Pusa,
Principal, Baptist College delivered the Note on the Event followed by prayer
and the book launch by Rev. Dr. Atsi Dolie, Executive Director, ABCC. The
programme ended with the vote of thanks proposed by the chairperson.

Dr. Sentinaro

Convenor, Literary Committee

Mentoring Programme
A mentoring programme for the students of Baptist College was initiated by the Mentoring and Remedial
Committee on 4th September, 2020. The sole purpose of the programme was to reach out to every student
of the college so as to unearth their full academic potential and assist in personality development during the
course of their stay in the college.
Initiatives made by the committee are:
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1.

Each mentor was assigned forty-seven to forty-eight students. The mentors comprised of twentyeight members including the Vice-Principals of Kohima and Sechü campus.

2.

Guidelines for the mentoring programme along with the list of students with their WhatsApp numbers
was handed out to respective mentors on 4th September, 2020.

3.

Information about the programme was provided to the students on 5th September, 2020 through
WhatsApp groups.

Bapco Focus

4.

Mentors were assigned to create a common questionnaire on Google Form and the same was collected
by respective mentors on 20th September, 2020.

5.

The first contact of mentors with mentees was initiated in the month of October through phone or
WhatsApp calls.

6.

Subsequent phone contacts to follow as per need.

7.

Final contact is to be done in person after the lockdown period (subject to changes if lockdown
prolongs.)

8.

Feedback forms will be provided to mentees and the same is to be collected by respective mentors
after the final contact at the end of the current semester.
Dr. Tsenbeni Kennao
Convenor, Mentoring & Remedial Committee

Webinar

on National Education Policy
The Ministry of Education organised a webinar on “National Education Policy 2020” under the banner “Shikshak
Parv” on 16th September, 2020. The webinar was organised for wider consultation on the implementation of NEP2020. It focussed on different key points of the NEP-2020, relating to multiple disciplinary approach, multiple
entry and exit, constructive curriculum formulation and role of teachers in its effective implementation. Eight
students from BA 5th Semester, Baptist College along with NSS Programme Officer, Miss Naro attended the
webinar.

Obed Anar

BA 5th Semester (Dept. of Political Science)

2nd union Assembly, ANCSu
The 2nd Union Assembly of the All Nagaland College Students’ Union (ANCSU) was held at Dimapur Government
College on 4th November, 2020. In the assembly, the house deliberated on issues concerning the student’s
community i.e. demand of setting up a High Powered Commission (HPC) to look into the matter of Kohima
Science College Jotsoma land issue, contract appointment of teaching faculty under higher education
department, setting up of academic council, scholarship nodal cell, requisition of 110 Assistant Professor
posts to NPSC, setting up of Enquiry Commission to probe the fund utilization at Khelhoshe Polytechnic Atoizu
under AICTE-NEQIP and academic related issues such as early release of pass certificate, migration certificate
and declaration of re-evaluation result.
The house also endorsed to host E-Collegiate Meet 2020, Degree Toppers felicitation programme and few
other agendas were also discussed. The 2nd Union Assembly was attended by 29 colleges and senior leaders of
ANCSU. Chutatu Thurr, ANCSU Representative from Baptist College attended the meeting.
Chutatu Thurr
BA 3rd Semester (Dept. of English)

Bapco Focus
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Imagine Possibilities

AIESEC organised a three-day virtual youth empowerment seminar “Imagine Possibilities” in Shillong
on 6th-8th November, 2020. The event aimed to bring together young minds from various colleges
across Northeast to discuss on issues faced by the youths of today with eminent speakers from
all over the Seven Sister States. Miss Kereluigwamlie Diswang from 5th Semester, Baptist College
attended the seminar.

Kereluigwamlie Diswang

BA 5th Semester (Dept. of English)

Felicitation Programme for

UNIVERSITY TOPPERS

A felicitation programme for the seven university toppers from Baptist College in Nagaland University
Undergraduate Examination, 2020 was organised by the college on 4th November, 2020 at Rivenburg’s Memorial
Chapel, with Dr. Atsi Dolie, Executive Director, ABCC as the Guest of Honour, who invoked a thanksgiving prayer
and gave away the tokens and certificates to the toppers. The programme was chaired by Mrs. Narola Chuba,
Vice-Principal, Baptist College, Kohima Campus and Dr. Kekuchol Pusa, Principal of Baptist College expressed
his gratitude and congratulated the students as well as the teachers for their hard work and dedication. He
further encouraged the students to avoid being complacent and to continue with the same dedication and
momentum to achieve greater heights. All the toppers took turn to thank and appreciate the college and
credited their success to their teachers. The lecturers also congratulated the toppers and students in general
and encouraged them to do better in life.The programme was graced by a special number from Mr. Sangbolang
Jamir, BA 3rd Semester, Dept. of Sociology. Mr. Asilie Rurhia, Assistant Professor, Dept. of History said the closing
prayer.

List of

THE SEVEN TOPPERS
Truvi Rhi

Top 1 | B.Com. | CGPA 6.85

Vizohunuo Kengurüsie
Top 6 | B.Com. | CGPA 6.51

O Ngamching

Top 7 | B.Com. | CGPA 6.50

Ritsula

Top 9 | B.Com. | CGPA 6.48

Dziesephreü

Top 4 | Sociology | CGPA 6.74

Elangthung Tsanglao

Top 8 | Sociology | CGPA 6.56

Keneingunuo Mepfu-o
Top 9 | Sociology | CGPA 6.54

Süvilü Venuh
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2020
Zoommax

The School of Management Studies, Nagaland
University organised a ten-day virtual Zoommax
Fest with the theme “Connecting Minds, Promoting
Future” from 12th-22nd November, 2020. The main
events of the fest were Mr. and Miss Zoommax,
Business Plan, Slogan, Sketching, Cosplay, Face
Painting, Quiz, Slam Poetry, Essay Writing, Rhythm
in Motion, Photography, Panel Discussion, Mock
Interview, Mad-Ads and Voice of Zoommax.

Formulation of

Alumni
Constitution

Kereluigwamlie Diswang, President of Students’
Council guided the participants for the various
events. The participants for the various events
were:

The Alumni Committee convened a meeting
on 7

th

November, 2020 at Sechü campus

BUSINESS PLAN

Mr. Muju K. Lam
Mr. Shamtan K. Phom
Mr. Benthungo L. Lotha

RHYTHM IN MOTION

Mr. Tanilo

SKETCHING

Mr. Vizokholie

SLAM POETRY

Mr. Limatoshi Longkumer

VOICE OF ZOOMMAX

Mr. D. Hrai

FACE PAINTING

Mr. Kekrusatuo

MOCK INTERVIEW

Ms. Alikali

ESSAY WRITING

Ms. Kereluigwamlie Diswang

SLOGAN

Ms. Ecusile Haralu

QUIZ

Mr. Lorito H. Yimchunger

PHOTOGRAPHY

Mr. Kheyie

PANEL DISCUSSION

Ms. Keneivinuo

to deliberate on the formulation of the
constitution. Mr. Asilie Rürhia, convenor
of Alumni Committee, Baptist College gave
the welcome address. The meeting began
with an invocation by Dr. Kewepfuzu Lohe,
Vice-Principal,

Baptist

College,

Sechü

Campus. Mr. Kezhalelhou Zatsu, NAAC coordinator shared on the need to frame
a constitution of the Alumni Committee.
Through various deliberations of ideas
and opinions, a written constitution of the
Alumni Committee was framed. The meeting
concluded with vote of thanks proposed
by the convenor of the Alumni Committee.
Seventeen members attended the meeting
and several alumni members registered in
the Alumni Committee.

Ms. Megosieno Mor

The fraternity of Baptist College congratulate
Mr. D. Hrai and Mr. Vizokholie on winning the
Voice of Zoommax and Sketching competition
respectively.

Kereluigwamlie Diswang

BA 5th Semester (Dept. of English)
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Success
Story

Truvi Rhi is the State topper in B.Com (BCAF
Honours) in the Nagaland University Under-Graduate
Examinations, 2020. He pursued his B.Com from
Baptist College, Kohima.
BapCo Focus (BF): What are the basic keys to your
success?
Truvi Rhi: The basic key to my success is putting God
first and having an aim or goal because success does
not come simply without any goal or aim in life.
The second basic key to my success is determination,
consistency and hardwork.
BF: How did you start your preparation for the NU
Under-Graduate Examination, 2020?
Truvi Rhi: There are six semesters in total and in most
of the semesters I make a plan to cover the syllabus
before the semester exams begin. Sometimes I fail
to cover due to laziness but in most of the subjects
I make sure to cover the syllabus before the exams.
BF: How do you feel being the State topper?
Truvi Rhi: I feel quite happy as my family has always
encouraged me to study hard and be a topper since
classes 10 and 12, but I failed to make it back then.
But in my graduation, I could finally make it as I was
confident that I will be among the top 3 but never
have I thought of being the gold medalist since both
the top 1st and 2nd rank holders of class 12 were also
studying in Nagaland and I thought they could do
better than me.
BF: What are the challenges you encountered in the
journey that made you who you are today and how
did you face them?
Truvi Rhi: Well, I believe every student who has topped
or secured gold medal in graduation exams enroll
in college with an aim to be a topper and so they
pursue with perseverance and determination from
1st semester till 6th semester. Unlike classes 10th and
12th toppers, Under-Graduate toppers are evaluated
on aggregate of 3 years with six semesters where
each paper counts along with every assignment and
project. It’s a long journey and sometimes we all feel
like giving up on the way when we fail to perform up
to our expectations. But one should not give up and
give their best till the end.
BF: Why did you take B.Com in Baptist College,
Kohima?
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Truvi Rhi: Until class 12 I never knew about Baptist
College, Kohima since I did my higher secondary from
Dimapur. I only knew of St. Joseph College, Jakhama and
thought of doing my Bachelors there and even took the
admission form. Meanwhile I came to know from others
that Baptist College is a good college with experienced
and senior lecturers with good consistent results.
Moreover, my brother was also pursuing his higher
secondary from Baptist High, so I chose Baptist College
since it was convenient for both of us. And after getting
enrolled in the college, I was quite satisfied with the
lecturers and the college. It was all God’s plan to put me
at the right place.
BF: What will you carry with you about Baptist College
as you step into a new path? What do you plan to do
next?
Truvi Rhi: Well, I would say BCK is among the best colleges
in Nagaland. A friendly environment and a college whose
main aim is to impart quality education. A college in the
middle of the town with a wonderful environment.
My next plan is to do M.Com and try commerce related
jobs or start business venture.
BF: What advice would you like to give to the juniors
studying in Baptist College?
Truvi Rhi: To all my juniors studying in BCK, life is short
and it’s too precious to waste your time in unproductive
things. It does not matter if you can’t do well in studies,
it’s quite fine if you are investing your time in your talents
or skills which can earn you a living, be it sports, music,
cooking, designing and so on. But you can’t be lazy
without doing anything productive and say to the world
that marks do not matter by taking the example of Bill
Gates and boasting around doing nothing. To be precise,
Bill Gates was an outstanding student who developed
something beyond what a degree student couldn’t.
So, learn to live a life for which people around you will
be happy. Help others and build the spirit of social
responsibility.
Most of the time I get questions from the juniors seeking
for advice on how to be a gold medalist or a topper and
how many hours I study. Well, to be a topper, hours do not
matter. Always make sure to cover the syllabus before
the exams. Some syllabus may take weeks and some
months, depending on your capacity you should study.
Time table and discipline is a must to be successful and
always put God first. You need to perform well in all the
papers from 1st semester to 6th semester and do well in
your assignment, presentation and projects. You can’t
just aim for honours papers and ignore the others. So
every subject in all the semester is important to be a
topper.
BF: Mr. Truvi, thank you for sparing your valuable time
and sharing your insights with us. We wish you the best
for your future endeavours.
Truvi Rhi: Thank you.

Through the Prism of COVID19
In such a globally worrisome pandemic like today’s Covid-19, are we like a “frog in a well?” Perhaps,
this is one time in history as scheduled we are in the moment, to act our every bit and deliberate
on how can we conscientiously play our part as “humans”. I say human, looking at the way the world
seems to be taking this in its stride and the brainstorming questions and “what if’s”, the common lot
and surprisingly the so called elite- educated class are taking a stab at this situation. Is it a pandemic
over another?
The ideological contestation over such a predicament, if it doesn’t sound too patronising would be
the polarisation of the society. Issues of inequality has become a great concern for public health as
socio- economy sadly determines longevity and health to a certain extent. Let history do its bidding,
has there been a time when humans actually acted on such differences? The word, “marginalisation”,
has since its inception been considered as socially construed and that it has been an exaggerated
coinage by the target class itself. And such hideous assumptions has been internalised by men and
women which can still be a possible variable to space and time.
Social exclusion and marginalisation, are sadly, still the catch word in Indian economy. How do we
make sense of our lives and the world we live in? If we continue to stay on the current trajectory of
political and social disparity that we are in, the big boom is not far. It must be reckoned that power,
political, social programs and the like have entered a new arena but in the course of it, human lives
and values have lost its essence.
However cliché it may sound, yet this situation is another wake-up call for humanity to reconsider
society’s paradigm of a “human”. It is nothing short of a machine fed with data and statistics.
Thousands of human lives are lost in natural catastrophe like our pandemic today. But on the whole,
people hardly feel any loss or sorrow because humans have become insignificant for the other
humans. We disregard the suffering of others. Look at all the stupidity that humanity is steeped in.
We are sitting on a ticking covid-19 time bomb. How many genuine thoughts goes in favour of these
whose life is nothing short of walking on eggshells?
Our lives have become so deprived of the basics human lives like love, apathy, empathy, care - that
we are living in the threshold of a dead silence. What has become of humanity? Have we grown a face
to fit into this callous and unjust world?
In concurrent with the issue of humanity is the need for a positivist model of science to fight this
humongous challenge. The forms of validating knowledge is not the same in every situation. The main
contention of the argument here is that, the parameters of tackling the need of the hour needs
scientific temper rather than what unapologetically looks like the sheer stupidity of a “political
imbroglio,”and religious fanaticism. In the modern era, decisions are taken globally and experienced
locally. So with the changing panorama, knowledge paradigm needs to shift and the significance
of knowledge in a civilised society needs to be implemented. Ethics should supersede other laws.
The government’s prompt intervention by putting in place suitable policies and laws can accelerate
availability of resources and therapies for such a pandemic like Covid-19.In perilous times like ours,
sound judgement, wise thinking and a touch of humanity can go a long way in contributing to the
larger picture of humanity. Let’s be the “sense” that prevails in “Covid-times.”
Dr. Sentinaro
HOD, Dept. of English

Bapco Focus
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Poetry
An Unforgettable Season

Heap of people with sickles and baskets,
From one field to another, each sunrise

Harvests their hard labour with glimpses of
smiles.
It was a cheerful and blissful moment,
Until heaven
bewildered.

offered

us

another

world

The clouds turned dark, the wind blew cold,
Ticking clock died and an old owl hummed
songs of sad lullabies,

Dark Heart
My heart turned black
When you said it was over.

I grieved silently in the dark,
Lost my mind into an unknown surrounding.
Trapped within myself, nowhere to go.
The feeling of not being needed made my heart shatter
into pieces.
The pain inside me, no one can see.
Feels like the drop dripped down all over.
Empty my heart is with uncertainty.
My fragile heart longing for the love it once owned.

Audible and visible through window panes,
And there, you rose like an air tranquil;

Sentipenla Tzudir

BA 1 Semester (Dept. of Political Science)
st

Like an early morning with freshened dew that
fades away,
Ye left earlier with the sunrise.
Leaving the soaring pains behind
To a better place, I swear my dearest brother.
Each passing season of harvest, sore memories
hit us to our heart core.
Mamma makes your ‘fav’ dish on your birthdate
every year.
You’re still a part of daddy’s budget,
Your notorious bloodline partners kisses your
pictures everyday,
‘Coz every second, every minute and every
hour, your deeply missed!

The best is yet to be.
The greatest of love’s tales, still unsung
The height and depths of love, still unknown.
The sweetest of kiss, of memories are yet to be.
The promises, unfulfilled yet unbroken;
The knot, untied; the vows, unsaid.
The sweetest of words, unspoken
Grow old within me, old!

Ye, this does not mark the end of us

The best is yet to be,

‘Coz I believe one day, we shall meet at the
‘golden gates’ of heaven.

The best of everything.

Hitokali Yepthomi

BA 3rd Semester (Dept. of English)
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The best is yet to be
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Poetry

Oh Corona
Corona, Corona!
You changed my world completely;
You make me lonely;
You make me stressful;
You make me sad;
You make me cry.

COVID-19
My dread and my trauma.
Yesterday, in foreign land, I heard your
existence.
Yet today, in my neighbourhood, you are.
Your presence is dreadful.

Corona, Corona!
Why did you come?
Why do you kill people?
You are like an exterminator
Who kills for money.

My revival and my uprouse.
Through you, I know, I am yet unprepared for
my soul.
In heaven’s will, I learn to have faith and trust
more.
Your presence awakens my soul.

Corona, Corona!
It’s time for you to leave.
You have hurt a lot of beings,
Destroyed everything we have.
Please leave us, please leave us.

Jimühie Kajiri

BA 5th Semester (Dept. of Political Science)

The Strayed Fantasy
If I could be anything, I still don’t know what I’d
want to be.
To be loved is a purpose of life, if you ask me.
If I could go anywhere, I still don’t know where I’d
wanna go.
Could we just stay here and let love flow?

My urge and my inspiration.
Through you, I realised, life’s not fairy tale.
I get that to live is to sacrifice a little.
Your presence opens my eyes.
My ember and my sensation.
Through you, I get to dream bigger to make
my parents proud.
You awaken me from a materialistic to a
sensationalistic world.
Your presence makes me see their sacrifice.

In your eyes, there is something I can recognize.
While I stand here beside you in disguise,
There’s my true self staring right into my eyes.

My proffer and my battle.
You introduced a new normal lifestyle.
Peeps wearing mask and more cautious. And
online education is stressful.
Your presence distanced my graduation.

Lonely Sunday passing by
Feeling lonely, don’t know why.
Maybe you could help if you try.
Set the storm and break the clouds.
As for me, I have no doubts.

My weakness and my conquest.
You brought death, woe and anxiety.
Yet you aren’t invincible, and I’ll pass.
Your presence will be my conquest.

Kuto Ladu

BA 1st Semester (General)

Machipeibo

BA 5 Semester (Dept. of English)
th
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Rape Culture – A Toxic Disease

Poetry

Drowned in the ocean of fear

Behind the door, She laid with tears.
Hidden in a plain sight

That She fears to fight.

People
call it
Covid19
“People call it covid19”
Tiny and small, but dangerous to be,
A disease killing lives,
A disease affecting every part of the
world.
“And people stayed home, “
Some mourned, some meditated, some
prayed.
Some cried, some met their shadows.
The Earth grew darker, million lives
were lost;
Covid-19 has locked us in a house,
We sit, watching the news,
Waiting for one, the best to choose,
But it’s never too easy.

Like a helpless caged bird,
She sat at the corner without a word.
She lowered Her gaze,
Her mind, a complete haze.
She tried to prove Her innocence,
With eyes filled with vengeance.
She knows the taste of brutality,
And tries to accept the toxic reality.
Even in broad daylight She gets the creeps,
With tears gracefully rolling down Her cheeks.
She wrapped Her body in covers,
For Her pain, none discovers.
Screaming and scratching,
She lays on the bed weeping.
Her voice echoed the dark room,
The place She called “Home” turned “Tomb”.
She wishes ne’er be born.
For she wasn’t born to mourn.
They took Her as a figure,
Destroying Her future.
She’s somebody’s daughter,
A flowing fountain to quench Your thirst? She’s not water.

Students faced problems,
Online class, google Classroom?
Confusing for the freshers,
Assignments to be made, notes to be
prepared, health to be maintained,
But they managed above all.

She knows how it feels like

To God we pray, begging so,
This virus to leave
To bring happiness back
There is no doubt “WE Will WIN”

She can roar like a tiger

Erizu-u

BA 1 Semester (Dept. of English)
st

To be trapped in a trap lined with spikes.
She realised She was raped
As She holds a stamp reading “Not Virgin, but Raped.”
She’s not an object of lust.
She has an identity that can’t be blown with the dust.
And fears no trigger.
For She has the right and might
To raise Her voice in this fight.

Limatoshi Longkumer

BA 3rd Semester (Dept. of English)

(Slam Poetry partitcipant from Baptist College in Zoommax 2020)
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“Love For One’s Own
Culture and Tradition”
“You don’t have to burn books to destroy a culture, just get people to stop reading them.”
- Ray Bradbury
Tradition is a belief and behaviour within a group passed down from one generation to another. Culture on the
other hand is the shared characteristics of the entire group which have been gathered throughout its history.
Now the main question is, “How many of us have knowledge about our own culture and society? Are we keeping
it alive by practising and following them? If not, why is it so? It is our own culture and tradition that defines us.
Adopting diverse culture for our own betterment is great, but are we replacing our culture with theirs or are
we incorporating it?”
In our present scenario, we see very less of our own cultural and traditional beliefs still intact. We are on the
brink of losing them. If only we can give time to know more about our own culture and tradition, we will all learn
to love and practice it.

Obed Anar

BA 5th Semester (Dept. of Political Science)

Finding Happiness in small things

It was 5:30 am as I woke up to do my usual activities - wash up, getting dressed, having breakfast (if time
permits), carrying my bag and going to the college. I enter my classroom and class begins only to get another
assignment at the end and to pile up on top of many other assignments.
Bell rang and it was time for a break but instead I headed to the library to finish my pending workload. I would
be lying if I said I don’t have friends, I do but we all know that this time, being seniors of the college we have to
give our best and set a good example. Our studies are more important and we understand each other. We do
hang out sometimes, but not for long. You can say we have a strong bond and mutual understanding among us.
Then I sat and began to read a book only to be interrupted by a junior who needed my help. I knew I had to
finish my work first, but I helped her anyway. Being a senior I should set a good example but I mostly do it
because there’s a certain satisfaction when you see them smiling at you when you’ve successfully helped
someone to complete the task.
I came back home tired and it was already 8:30 pm. I got myself freshened up and began to work. It seemed
like a few minutes, but it was already 11:45 pm. I stretched out my arms, yawned and went to bed.
It was morning again with the usual routine, but I promised myself to have at least a few minutes for myself.
I came back home and ended up finishing my homework by 10:00 pm and rested for a while chatting with
friends. That very moment it brought a smile to my face. Then, I went to the kitchen to make salad and a bowl
of noodles. I ate it while thinking about how I find happiness in little things as I helped my junior though I knew
I had lots of my own works to do, and chatting with my friends though we don’t meet up frequently, sitting by
myself and enjoying a bowl of noodles and a plate of salad on the side with a cup of milk. I know it’s a weird
combination but that’s me and I find happiness in little things.
Ecusile Haralu
BA 3rd Semester (Dept. of English)
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FUN FACTS
BASED ON REAL-LIFE INCIDENTS
# I may look matured but I still wave at the college CCTV cameras just to make sure whether it’s
working properly.
# I have always responded “Yes Miss” during every attendance in college because I don’t want our
“Ma’ams” to know that they are getting aged. I am a nice guy, right?
# We have a Sir who always addresses us, “Bacha Khan” but we never addressed him as “Papa”
because he is like a step-dad to us.
# Once I submitted a library book late and the librarian told me, “Late fine, `2/-.” I didn’t have a
change so he decided to just let it be. But being a good student, I left him “two centre-fresh
gums” as a compensation for the fine.
# We, the Commerce Department are the only students in Baptist College, Kohima who participated
in the Departmental Choral Competition and sung the same song twice.
# Once I felt so betrayed by my teacher because he asked the questions he said will not be coming
in the exam.
# My mates are the coolest. We decide on something so diligently and never accomplish it.
# I may look fine but the fact that I gave `200/- for the attendance I missed during sports still
haunts me badly.

Benthungo L Lotha
B.Com. 5th Semester

Quotes

“Hardwork
is the only way for us to achieve
something greater in every field. Start working
hard and achieve something valuable in your life.”
“Stress can lead a man to death. Stop stressing on your own and
live a happy life with a peaceful mind.”

Munuchan N

BA 1st Semester (Dept. of Political Science)

“Pain needs to be cured, for the darkness overwhelms it.”

Esther Lohe

BA 5th Semester (Dept. of Political Science)
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Vizokholie

Manuchan N

B.A 3rd Semester (General)

BA 1st Semester (Dept. of Political Science)

Winner of Zoommax Sketching Competition, 2020
Theme: Individual’s perspective for the year 2020

Amber

BA 1 Semester (Dept. of Political Science)
st
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